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Abstract—   Cloud is a global connector of resources. It makes 

ocean of resources available on the desk. It provides humpty 

number of services such as infrastructure, platform, software, 

network, storage, data and desktop. Its main feature is pay-

per-use service in an on-demand basis. Inspite of these 

advantages cloud users feel unsecure since their data is stored 

on someone else’s system. The only barrier between user’s 

data and pryingeyes is the password protection. This paper 

proposes an enhanced Triple DES algorithm with fuzzy logic, 

hash function and machine learning systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing  provides hardware and  software resources 

as a service over the network.[5] Cloud computing enables 

the sharing of virtual resources where the users of the 

resources are dynamic .Clouds are deployed irrespective of 

organization size and it is must for an organization to protect 

their sensitive data. The data in cloud is stored in multiple 

locations. The main advantage of   cloud computing is that it 

provides the users with the flexibility of pay-per-use 

services.[6] Cloud reduces the overhead of investment  in 

stand-alone hardware and software ,installing hardware and 

software and managing own resources. This makes cloud cost 

effective, enhances its speed and scalability. As two sides of 

a coin cloud has its other side too. The main threat in cloud is 

that the user details are not stored in our own computer. The 

only way for anyone to access data in cloud is through 

password authentication mechanism. Password stealing has 

become one of the primary ways to access cloud data. 

Password security is a well-known field at the same time an 

essential area where people for get to concentrate on their day 

to day life. In this paper Section I  discusses on Types  of 

password attacks, Section II discusses on Guidelines for  

secure password, Section III discusses on application of cloud 

computing (Ever note)which suffers from password stealing, 

Section IV highlights cryptographic security mechanisms to 

handle cloud application, Section V throws light on role of 

cryptography in cloud, Section VI  describes various 

cryptographic algorithm available for cloud ,Section VII 

discusses on proposed Triple Data  Encryption Standard 

algorithm with fuzzy logic ,Hash function and Machine 

learning systems and Section VIII ends with conclusion and 

future work. 

A. Types of password attacks: 

Hackers use various methods to reach out your password on 

the web. Here are few methods which are most often used in 

password stealing. 

1) Brute force attack: Brute force attack is a trial and error 

method in which the hacker tries tirelessly in reaching 

out the password. The hacker uses a program which tries 

out every letter, number and keyboard character. Then it 

tries out with two combinations of the mind increases the 

combination gradually until it reaches out the password. 

It is a time consuming technique. The Complexity to 

crack a password increases exponentially with the length 

of the password. Longer the password, stronger it is 

security. 

2) Custom dictionaries: Custom dictionaries contain letters, 

numbers and so a combination of letters, numbers and a 

combination of letters and numbers such as 235 or 

asdf345. This makes it easy for hackers to find password 

with simple combination. The best way to escape from 

this attack is to make the password with as complex 

combination as possible. 

B. Guidelines to Password Security: 

Various simple measures have to be taken to enjoy a secure 

cloud computing environment. Here a set of password 

security guidelines are discussed. 

1) Change passwords: A password should not be used for a 

very long period of time for a particular application. 

Passwords should be changed periodically. 

2) Avoid same password: A single user can use same 

password across many logins which leads   to serious 

vulnerabilities. If password of an application is hacked 

then it may lead to access of other application details of 

a user using the same password for both the applications. 

A person hacking –mail account can also hack face book 

account under this circumstance. Hence users should 

ensure that passwords across all the logins are unique. 

When using unique password for different applications 

makes it secure to possess a problem for remembering 

different password for different applications by the users. 

Here are few solutions for this problem. 

3) Saving Logins in Browser: Most browsers like Internet 

explorer, Google chrome, Firefox can save logins and 

basic information for automatic form filling. 

Thesebrowsersstore passwords in an encrypted databases 

or registry entries storedlocally in computer. If the 

browser synchronizes data between computers and other 

devices the information is stored in online in an 

encrypted format. 

a) Security Weakness: When someone acquires 

access to the computer they can also have access to 

the stored passwords. Internet  explorer and chrome 

does not store password online and stores password 

in encrypted format secured with a computer login 

password. Any malware acquired access to the 

computer can also have access to the stored 

password. 

b) Secure Option: In Firefox Web Browser Pass 

View does not retrieve passwords encrypted with 
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the master password. This protects our passwords 

when our computer gets into wrong hands. 

II. WEB BASED PASSWORD MANAGES 

There are various password managers which help us in 

remembering passwords. They help to manage and remember 

passwords in a secure manner. They generater can do secure 

passwords, audits passwords and stores additional 

confidential information. Last Pass, Robo Form 

Everywhere are few password managers that secure our 

passwords in an encrypted database with a single master key. 

Last Pass is a cloud based application which provides 

stronger two factor authentication dedicated security email 

address, restricts login by country and restricted mobile 

access. All encryptions and decryptions occur locally on the 

computer and the company does not own an encryption key. 

This provides an advantage that even if their servers get 

hacked, outsiders cannot decrypt the data. 

A. Security Weakness:  

If the master password is not secure enough, it is vulnerable 

to attack though the data is in encrypted form it is stored on 

someone else’s server. 

1) Local(Desktop)Managers: 

Local Desktop Manager stores password in the computer but 

it is not easy to use. They have password generating, auto 

form- filling and secure notes features. Key Pass Password, 

Splash ID and the desktop version of robo form or few of the 

local desktop managers. 

a) Security Weakness:  

Desktop managers lack accessibility. It does not give easy 

syncing and quick access to the logins. 

b) Secure Option: 

Key Pass provides a better security option. It helps to manage 

and remember passwords in a secure manner. It is a free open 

source (OSIcertified) password manager. It puts all  our 

passwords in  a database and locks up with a single key and 

we have to remember just a single master password. The 

master password is protected against dictionary arracks and 

keeps the password encrypted while the program is in 

execution. A key file can be used instead of a master 

password or a combination of key file and passwords methods 

to provide better security. It is portable and supports aton of 

plugins. The databases are encrypted using AES and two fish 

encryption algorithm. 

B. Avoid simple password:  

Users should have very clear idea while setting their 

password. Many times user details are compromised because 

of very simple, easily predictable, generic and personal 

passwords. Passwords should have twist in the mand it can be 

mix of letters ,numbers and symbols so that complexity 

increases security of user accounts. A secure password should 

use different cases (eg.PassWOrD). It should include alpha-

numeric characters(eg.PaS@85^1). Passwords should be 

completely meaningless random words, impossible to guess 

and lengthy enough. SαL; Where S –strength of password,  

L–Length of password. 

C. Avoid password sharing: 

It is responsible for the stakeholders to handle passwords on 

their hands. The passwords should not be shared in ordinary 

files and in the system .It should not be written in places that 

are easily visible to the intruders. 

D. Avoid use of single email: 

Avoid using the same email for all purposes. Use different 

emails form or generic applications such as website login and 

blog reviews which you don’t mind losing and don’t state 

your private information like name and address. Use a 

different email for trusted applications. Let’s discuss one of 

the cloud computing applications with the threat of password 

stealing attack: 

1) Evernote: 

Evernote is one of the goggle applications that is based on 

cloud computing. It makes taking notes easier. The ‘note’ 

may be pieces of formatted text, voice memos, web pages or 

web page excerpt, video clips, photographs, or handwritten 

‘ink’ notes and can have file attachments. It is possible to sort 

notes into folders, tag, edit, give comments and search them. 

It keeps things in an organized manner. 

a) Threats: 

The only thing that provides a barrier between the   data in 

Ever note and the pryingeyes is the user name and password. 

The major threat in using an Ever note application is 

password stealing and phishing scam .The data in Ever note 

is encrypted by SSL while transmission and is  open  to 

anyone  who uses the user name and password. 

A.  Solutions: Third party encryption tools can be 

used. Avoid storing crucial information such as credit card 

numbers (leads to credit card fraud when password is 

obtained), login names and password for other websites 

(leads to hack of other web site also), medical portfolios 

(leads to black mail by strangers), family social security 

number (leaves then tire family in theft of identity), or 

passport details (eithers to re the passport number in 

encrypted form).The best way to protect the data is secure our 

password from attacks. 

2) Cryptographic Security Mechanism to Handle Cloud 

Applications: 

Cloud services hared resources and it means organizations are 

sharing their data which are sensitive and business 

importance across dynamic users. Security is a major 

challenge which must be centrally focus edas cloud lacks 

some central control. Cryptography is the prime area which 

provides security mechanisms across the cloud infrastructure. 

Cryptography in cloud works in the following way. 

a) Protection to data itself:  

Various hardware and software components of computer 

infrastructure are protected by means of antivirus, fire-wall, 

filters and they do not directly protect the data .Cryptography 

paves away for secure mechanisms to act directly on data that 

ensures direct protection on data itself with in cloud, and 

across the cloud.  

b) Ensures safety in failure: 

Even though a data is lost ,deleted or used unexpectedly it 

remains secure and no way it can be read and it has default 

security .Cryptography provides a digital signature technique 

to app end to the messages ,data ,applications, or any of the 

service details to ensure validation mechanism.  

E. Ensures clear scale to security:  

Cryptography ensures clear scale to security .Vendors 

offering resources clearly specifies the authentication 
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mechanism to the users and the details about the data to the 

authenticated users whether the data is readable or not and 

also ensures the authorized access to the authenticated users. 

It provides a clear picture and it is impossible for any virtual 

user to destroy it. 

1) Cryptography in Cloud Compartments:  

Cryptography helps in protecting various levels of cloud. 

Here the are as are clearly depicted where cryptography 

through encryption  play a vital role in cloud.  

a) Network level:  

In cloud data do not reside at a place and it moves around the 

cloud. The data that moves should  be properly encrypted 

because all times an at work cannot be secure .Whether it Is 

a SSL mechanism in a local web or an inter connectivity we 

should ensure security in network level. 

b) Storage level: 

The critical data on a cloud should always be encrypted .It 

should be available whenever it is needed it can be of any data 

available in any cache or directly accessible from data base 

and to ensure connectivity to data then cryption keys should 

be made always available which enforces key management. 

F. Application level: 

Cryptographic and API services should ensure Paas to 

provide data in an on-demand basis.Only on need the 

encrypted data should be decrypted. Its hould deploy various 

policy enforcements. 

G. Encryption everywhere: 

Whenever a sensitive and business critical data leaves the 

place of providers before reaching the cloud itself. It should 

be properly encrypted and reach the cloud safely. Even out of 

cloud the data should be safe which emphasize the term 

encryption everywhere to ensure security. 

H. Integrity of data: 

The term integrity mainly focuses on unchangeable data and 

it should not be changed un knowingly or by any malicious 

intruders .Digital signature is a key tool to validate data 

integrity which is hard  enough to break. 

I. Integrity of system: 

Along with data level integrity cloud focuses on application 

or system level integrity .There are certain malware attacks 

that can even break down the encryption. Hence digital 

signatures can provide integrity and authentication to 

application level too and it should ensure the correctness of 

the application before handling it on cloud. 

J. System usage details: 

The auditors of cloud service providers want to maintain the 

correct system usage details .Hence cryptography 

throughsigning mechanisms, timestamps and also through 

control mechanisms ensures the correctness and security of 

system usage details. 

K. More on authentication: 

Secure data are moving towards the cloud hence through 

cryptographic techniques like digital signatures we can 

replace the use of passwords to emphasize more on 

authentication so that only trusted consumers can enter into 

the cloud Encryption to ensure confidentiality: network level 

,storage level, application level ,end to end and ensures 

encryption everywhere. Digital signature to ensure integrity 

:Integrity at data level ,integrity at system level ,system usage 

details, ensures strong and more on authentication. Sender 

side more on authentication: it should beat all  levels admin 

level ,device level ,service level and user level. 

6. Cryptographic Algorithms to enhance password security in 

cloud:There are various crypto  graphic encryption 

algorithms to enhance security .They are Blowfish, 

AES,RC4,DES and Seal and they all fall under the categories 

of two ciphers such as Block cipher and Stream cipher .Both 

are symmetric ciphers and they differ in amount of data they 

areen crypting. Stream cipher handles single bit or bye of data 

similar to one- time pad and it requires only less memory 

capacity. Stream ciphers lack integrity protection and 

authentication of user credentials. 

One key merit of stream cipher is it does not require 

padding and It is used in places where the amount of data is 

not known in advance and networks which use continuous 

flow of data use stream cipher. Stream cipher basically or k 

son pseudo-random generator which is combined with the 

data to been crypted. Block cipher handles block or chunk of 

data at a time to provide enhanced security and in need of 

more memory a sit gets carry from previous blocks. 

Block ciphers  are more exposed to noise and 

interferences while transmission and even a loss or fault in 

one part of data leads to failure of other data chunks .Here we 

discuss the various terms and the use of above algorithms in 

cloud environment and it is focused to propose new 

methodology to enhance security in cloud environment using 

the above stated algorithms. 

L. Asymmetric Cryptographic Algorithms: 

Asymmetric algorithms use different keys for encryption and 

decryption. The key that is used for encryption is not used for 

decryption which enhances the security .Asymmetric 

algorithms are used for handling small amount of data .Here 

the decryption key is main tained secretly and so it is always 

known  as private or secret key .Encryption key is called as 

public key and it is available all the people  involving in 

encryption process and the private key cannot be generated 

from the publickey .Asymmetric algorithms require more 

computational power than symmetric algorithms and well 

know n a symmetric algorithms are RSA and DSA 

.Asymmetric algorithms are also called as public key   

cryptography. 

M. Symmetric Cryptographic Algorithms: 

Symmetric algorithms use same key  for   both encryption and 

decryption and this key should be kept secret to ensure 

security. It will be no more useful when any body hacks the 

key and the advantages are faster and require less compute 

power. Well known symmetric algorithms are AES, DES and 

TRIPLE DES. Since asymmetric algorithms are not as much 

faster as symmetric ones a combination of two algorithms can 

be used to enhance authentication and key sharing. 

Symmetric algorithms are also called as private key 

cryptography. 

1) Triple DES (Data Encryption Standard) with 

advancement:  

The proposed algorithm uses the biometric measurements of 

user’s key stroke patterns. It uses fuzzy logic technique to 

store the key stroke pattern values accurately. A Hash 

function is used to map the key stroke pattern values with the 
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user names. A machine learning system is  used to capture the 

key stroke patterns of users. Triple DES is performed on the 

password. Encrypt the ciphertext obtained from the Triple 

DES using the key stroke pattern value as the key. This gives 

the final ciphertext of the password. During Decryption the 

algorithm checks for the unique key stroke pattern value of 

the user as soon as the user name is typed. If the key stroke 

pattern value matches further decryption occurs in which 

cross verification of password takes place. 

a) DES: 

The DES algorithm proves the age old saying, ”Old is gold 

”.DES is asymmetric block cipher algorithm. It encrypts data 

of 64-bit blocks. A 64-bit block of plaint exits given as input 

and a 64-bit block of cyphertext is obtained as output. The 

key is the most important security provider in DES which is 

of 56 bits length.(The 64 bit key is reducedto56bitsbyignoring 

every eighth bit which are the least significant parity bits.) 

b) Overview of DES algorithm: 

DES has 16rounds and each round is a combination of 

substitution followed by permutation. Confusion and 

diffusion are the two basic techniques used along with a key. 

The 64 bit plaintextisbrokenintorightandlefthalfeach32 bit in 

length. Each round comprises of a Function f, which 

combines the key with the text. After 16 rounds the left and 

right halves are joined together and a final permutation is 

performed. 

c) Single round of DES: 

In every round the key bits are shifted after which 48 bits are 

chosen from the 56bitkey . The 32 bit right half of the data is 

expanded to 48bits by an expansion permutation and XORed 

with 48 bit key. The result is sent to 8 S-boxes and permuted 

again. These operations occur in the f- Function. The output 

of the f-Function is XORed with the left half of the data, the 

result of which becomes the right half. The older right half 

becomes the new left half. 

Single round of DES: 

Li= Ri– 1 

Ri=Li–XOR⊕f(I– 1 , K i) 

 
Fig. 1: 

N. Initial Permutation: 

In the initial permutation which occurs before round 1 the bit 

positions of the plaintext are interchanged. 

O. Key transformation: 

Key transformation converts the 64-bit DES key to 56-bit by 

ignoring every eighth bit which can be used for parity 

checking to ensure the key is error free.The56-bit key is 

broken into two28- bit halves. Each half is left circularly 

shifted by one or two bits. Following this shift a 48 bit key is 

chosen from 56 bit key. This operation known as compression 

permutation selects a subset of bits and also permutes them. 

P. Expansion permutation: 

An Expansion permutation is performed on the 32 bit right 

half of the data to get 48bits.The main purpose of this 

expansion is to make the right half of data same the size as 

the key to perform the XOR operation. 

 
Fig. 2: 

Q. S-Box Substitution: 

There are 8 substitution boxes or S- Boxes each with 6 bit 

input and 4 bit output 

 
Fig. 3: 

The 48 bit input is divided into 8 sub-locks each with 

6 bit and given to separate S-Boxes. Each S-Box has a table 

of 4rows and 16columns. Let’s assume that 6bits are labeled 

as b1,b2,b3,b4,b5andb6, and the bits b1andb6 combined to 

form at wo bit number which denotes the row number and 

bitsb1to b4denotethecolumnnumber.The 6-bit input is 

replaced by the 4-bit number which is at the intersection of 

the row and column. S- Boxes are nonlinear and they improve 

the security of DES. 

R. Box Permutation: 

A straight permutation is done on the 32-bit output from S-

Box. It maps each input bit into output position and bits are 

not used twice nor ignored. The output of P-Box permutation 

is combined with the left half of the initial 64bit block by a 

XOR operation. The left and right halves are interchanged 

and the next round begins. 
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1) Final Permutation: 

This is the inverse of the initial permutation. 

2) Decrypting DES: 

As DES is asymmetric the same encryption algorithm isused 

for decryption. The only difference is that the key must be 

used in reverse order that is if the encryption keys were k1, 

k2,……,k16 then the decryption keys will be 

k16,k15,…….,k1. 

S. Triple DES: 

Triple DES is an advancement of DES algorithm which 

applies the data encryption standard thrice to each data block. 

While the DES uses a key size of 56b its TDES uses 3keys 

each of size 56 bits. 

Encryption is as follows 

Ciphertext= Ek3(Dk2(Ek1(plaintext))) 

Encrypt the plaintext with key,k1 then decrypt it 

with key,K2 followed by encryption with key, k3.  

This produces the ciphertext. Decryption is the reverse: 

Plaintext= Dk1(Ek2(Dk3(ciphertext))) Decrypt the ciphertext 

with key,k3 then encrypt it with key,K2 followed by 

decryption with key,k1. This produces the plaintext. All keys 

k1,K2,k3 are  unique. As it has longer key it has better 

security than DES. 

T. Fuzzy Logic: 

Fuzzy logic is a computational logic which allows values to 

be more accurate rather than just specifying true or false. 

While Boolean logic an give values of either 0or1,fuzzy logic 

can also provide values between 0and1[0-1] such as0.8 

or0.675.Fuzzy logic can determined as a many- valued logic 

or probabilistic logic .It is used to handle concept of partial 

truth. 

Fuzzy logic in password protection: Fuzzy logic  can  

be  used  to support password authentication byimplem  

enting it on typing  biometr ic mechanisms. In this method the 

key stroke patterns of different users are taken in to account 

and store dusing a  fuzzy logic which stores values accurately 

in as many decimal positions as needed .Key stroke patterns 

include the amount off orce each user applies on each key, the 

amount of time the user takest or each out different key sand 

soon .These parameters are taken into account and assigned a 

value in fuzzy logic for each and every user. 

1) Benefits of using Fuzzy logic: 

Fuzzy logic provides an additional protection layer to the 

password taking into  account the biometric mechanisms 

.Even if the hacker comes to know the username and 

password, the fuzzy logic method will prevent him from 

accessing the data. The use off uzzy logic with password 

security enhances the strength of login services. 

2) Hash Function: 

 

 
Fig. 4: 

Hash functions map a larger set of variable length data to a 

smaller set of fixed length data. Hash usually includes two 

tables one with variable length data and other with a fixed 

length key. Thet wo tables are linked together by a hashing 

function. Hash function isused to map different users with 

their fuzzy logic number corresponding to their biometric key 

stroke patterns. 

3) Machine learning: 

Machine learning is a branch of artificial intelligence which 

deals with systems that can learn on it sown from the 

available data. The machine learning system  used here 

should beTrained on recording and  classifying biometric 

mechanisms on key stroke patterns and verify them one very 

login of the user. 

III. CONCLUSION 

This paper discusses on password protection in two 

dimensions .One from the user point of view in how secure 

they can be in choosing and using their password and other 

from the service provider’s point of view in how far they can 

make their password authentication system secure .It also 

proposes an enhanced triple DES encryption algorithm with 

the efficiency of fuzzy logic, hash function and machine 

learning techniques. The proposed TDE S is efficient since it 

uses biometric measurements of user’ s key stroke patterns. 

And it becomes difficult for hackers to intrude into the system 

since it is hard enough to copy the key stroke patterns of a 

particular user. To improve the efficiency of this algorithm 

the key size can be increasedto1024from64bit. 
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